WHAT'S WRONG WITH THE PUBLIC RELATIONS INDUSTRY?

A COMIC BY KATE EVANS AND Corporate Watch

BASED ON THE Corporate Watch REPORT “ALL THE REST IS ADVERTISING...”
PUBLIC RELATIONS. IT'S A RESPECTABLE PROFESSION...

...AN ATTRACTIVE CAREER CHOICE...

...IT'S ALL ABOUT COMMUNICATION...

...BEING MEDIA SAVVY...

SPRUCING UP A COMPANY'S IMAGE

AFTER ALL, WE ALL NEED A LITTLE HELP TO LOOK OUR BEST!
But PR will stop at nothing to keep a client looking good.

It’s about concealing corporate malpractice...

...covering up industrial accidents...

...smear campaigns...

...censorship.

The PR industry calls it ‘damage limitation’.

You could call it lies.
The press release is the PR agent’s secret weapon!

PR love the media because the public trust news reports and reviews

It must be true. I read it in the paper.

The media love PR...

...in our age of instant infotainment, journalists face increasing workloads and decreasing deadlines. They churn out PR generated ‘news content’ without the time or resources to check the ‘facts’.

It has been estimated that between 50% and 80% of the stories in the news come via PR press departments.

And so the news gets dumber and dumber...

The headlines tonight. Smiley’s crisps are now available in a new exciting flavour.
But when bad news threatens a client, PR departments ensure that the media is struck completely dumb...

...employees are gagged...

I can’t answer questions. You have to speak to the PR people.

...papers are threatened...

SPIKE THAT...

...and I’m sure we can come to an arrangement.

...journalists are “persuaded”.

“50% of the job is keeping stuff out of the press” - Tim Blythe, director of corporate affairs at WHSmith

If the story ever makes it into the press, PR steps in to confuse the facts and derail the debate.

There is no scientific consensus on this issue as our “experts”, Dr Ivor Addabung and Major Corporate-Sponsor, can prove.
PR IS ABOUT PROMOTING THE CORPORATE AGENDA:

ONE COMPANY, ACTING ALONE, CAN ONLY DO SO MUCH TO PROMOTE ITS PRODUCT.

THE OIL AND GAS FEDERATION. MUCH MORE IMPRESSIVE.

WHEREAS A GROUP OF BUSINESSES CAN MAKE THEIR MESSAGE MORE POWERFUL.

ESPECIALLY IF THEY BUY UP AN ‘INDEPENDENT’ THINK TANK TO DO THEIR TALKING FOR THEM...

THE ENERGY 2050 GROUP. YOU SOUND IMPARTIAL.

The Real Causes of Global Warming. Planetary Alignments and Little Green Men from Mars

...WHO THEN FUND ‘SCIENTIFIC’ REPORTS.

GIVE US CHEAPER PETROL NOW!

and bigger cars!

WE LOVE PATIO HEATERS

MORE CHEAP FLIGHTS TO EVERYWHERE

BECAUSE WE’RE STUPID!

PR FIRMS CAN EVEN MANUFACTURE ‘GRASSROOTS’ POLITICAL CAMPAIGNS.
OF COURSE, GENUINE PUBLIC PROTEST OFTEN THREATENS A COMPANY’S IMAGE. AT THIS POINT, PR TAKES DIRECT ACTION...

OF COURSE, WE RECOGNISE YOUR DEMOCRATIC RIGHT TO STATE YOUR VIEWS. WE SIMPLY WANT TO ENGAGE YOU IN A STAKEHOLDER DIALOGUE ABOUT THIS CONTENTIOUS ISSUE, WHERE WE WOW YOU WITH OUR SLICK ARGUMENTS AND FREE LUNCHES, AND SUBTLY REDEFINE THE TERMS OF THE DEBATE...

...AND WE KNOW THAT YOU DON’T WANT TO BE ASSOCIATED WITH WEIRDO CRAZY EXTREMISTS LIKE HIM OVER THERE.

PR FIRMS INFILTRATE ACTIVIST GROUPS. THEY CONDUCT SMEAR CAMPAIGNS AGAINST CORPORATE CRITICS. THEY HAVE EVEN BEEN ASSOCIATED WITH BURGLARY AND INTIMIDATION OF THOSE PERCEIVED TO BE A THORN IN A COMPANY’S SIDE.
But hey, who cares about manipulating public opinion? Why not cut straight to the place where the decisions are all being made?

Lobbying
Government Relations
Public Affairs

It sounds innocuous.
It's not.

PR firms recruit ex-civil servants or political party activists, people with the social contacts to get their message across.

They work for free for MPs, researching subjects, drafting speeches, assisting parliamentary committees, even writing parliamentary reports.

There's no way of knowing how many corporate activists pass through the revolving doors of the Palace of Westminster, but we do know that their influence is felt up to the highest levels of government.
There's nothing to stop MPs working for industry, so they do.

In 1995, 26 MPs took 'consultancies' with PR agencies, and a further 142 were paid by corporations or trade associations.

Almost 70% had some sort of financial arrangement with an outside body, in exchange for access to power.

The lights are on but you're not home your mind is not your own...

...Closer to the truth to say, we can't get enough...

We're gonna have to face it we're addicted to cash!

And these days, there's nothing to stop industry working in government.

Hundreds of corporate representatives work, for free, at the Department for Business, Enterprise and Regulatory Reform.

B.E.R.R is cagey about what its industry secondees do all day. Presumably, they write their own legislation.
INFORMATION IS POWER.

WHAT IF ONE COMPANY SET OUT TO DOCUMENT EVERY MENTION MADE BY EVERY MP ON ANY SUBJECT...

...IT MONITORS THE AIRWAVES, AND SCOURS THE PRESS, TO ANALYSE AND REPORT ITS CONTENT...

...IT LOGS EVERY PARLIAMENTARIAN, EDITOR AND JOURNALIST OF NOTE, PROFILING THEIR HISTORIES, INTERESTS, HOBBIES, FAMILIES AND CONTACT DETAILS...

...AND IT MAKES IT ALL AVAILABLE TO ITS CLIENTS IN A CROSS-REFERENCED, SEARCHABLE DATABASE...

...EMAIL-MERGE FACILITIES MEAN THAT TARGETED MESSAGES CAN BE SENT OUT TO A THOUSAND RECEPTIVE INBOXES WITH A SINGLE ‘PING’.

THIS COMPANY EXISTS.

IT IS A PR FIRM.

THEY SAY OUR DEMOCRACY DEPENDS UPON THE NOTION OF FREE ASSOCIATION, A FREE PRESS, AND A PARLIAMENT THAT REPRESENTS THE INTERESTS OF ITS ELECTORATE...

...SO CAN YOU SEE WHAT’S WRONG WITH THE PR INDUSTRY?
In the conventional economic view corporations are simply neutral providers of the goods and services that people want. They exist to serve society’s needs (and make a tidy profit in the process). This view dismisses corporate crimes as mere accidents, at worst errors of judgement, which will ultimately be corrected, since market forces have everyone’s best interests at heart. Don’t they?

There is another view. In this view, corporations have gained a power out of all proportion to their original purpose; the servant and useful goods-providing machine has become the master and the only true citizen. The rights of corporations disguised as ‘encouraging foreign investment’, ‘promoting free trade’, ‘protecting the national interest’ now take precedence over human rights, community interests, and the interests of the planet itself.

Since its inception in 1996, Corporate Watch has been part of the growing anti-corporate movement springing up around the world. We are a research group supporting campaigns that are increasingly successful at forcing corporations to back down from environmentally destructive or socially divisive projects. We drag the corrupt links between business and power, economics and politics into the spotlight against the resistance of the complacent, corporate-led mainstream media.

Corporate Watch produces a bi-monthly newsletter and bi-weekly online news updates highlighting corporate crime and showcasing grassroots resistance to corporations. We also produce in-depth, corporate-critical reports focusing on specific aspects of corporate power and the mechanisms corporations use to wield power over the world’s six billion inhabitants and its ecosystems. Our work exposes the fundamental role played by corporations in undermining struggles for social and ecological justice.

Corporate Watch has produced cutting edge reports on, for example, corporate technologies (from nanotechnology to false solutions to climate change), the PR and nuclear industries, what’s wrong with CSR (Corporate Social Responsibility), corporate law and structures, and the impact of corporate-control of our food from farm to fork.

All our reports and archived material can be found on the Corporate Watch website

www.CorporateWatch.org

contact@CorporateWatch.org
WHAT'S WRONG WITH...

TRADE ASSOCIATIONS... INVESTOR RELATIONS... SCIENTIFIC SPONSORSHIP...
REPUTATION MANAGEMENT... CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY...
INTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS... BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE... OPINION
POLLLING... PRESS AGENCIES... MANAGEMENT COMMUNICATIONS...
POLITICAL LOBBYING... ISSUES MANAGEMENT... MEDIA MONITORING...
BRAND MARKETING... INTEGRATED COMMUNICATIONS... MARKET
RESEARCH... CRISIS MANAGEMENT... TREND FORECASTING... NEWSWIRES...

WHAT'S WRONG WITH THE PR INDUSTRY?

READ ON! IF YOU DARE!!!